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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
During troubleshooting of vPCs, it is observed that virtual
port channel 2 is in the down state. Based on the show command
output, what is a possible cause of this issue?
A. The virtual port channel is down because of an MTU mismatch.
B. The virtual port channel is down because of a VLAN and MTU
mismatch.
C. The virtual port channel is down because LACP is not enabled
on the remote switch.
D. The virtual port channel is down because of a VLAN mismatch.
Answer: A
Explanation:
The consistency checker exists to keep bad things from
happening on your vPC port-channel (like "unexplaine"" packet
dr"ps). There are two types of consistency check failures. The
ones that will bring down the entire port-channel (these are
type 1s) and the ones that will only cause an error, or keep a
single or group of VLANs from becoming active on the

port-channel (type 2).
Decisions for what a type 1 and 2 are were made by the
engineering team.
For example the MTU mismatch will bring your vPC port-channel
down, and it does so in a non vPC port-channel as well. I am
sure that you can see the types of issues that having a link
with a MTU of 9000 and one of 1500 can cause for a
port-channel.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/switches/nexus
-5000-seriesswitches/design_guide_c07-625857.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements about URL mapping is true?
A. A single portal page can have only one friendly URL.
B. Friendly URLs do not have control over setting the language
for a page.
C. A friendly URL is a valid URL mapping context.
D. Users must have the Editor role for a page to create a URL
mapping context on that page.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following is concerned with fairness and
transparency?
A. Capacity Management
B. Governance
C. Service Level Management
D. Service Strategy
Answer: B
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